
Robotics | Music Videos | Digital Art | 3D Animation | 

Coding | Game Design | Pool Party | Physical Activities

305-792-8879

@minds.of.tomorrow

Creative Tech

Summer Camps

MAX
Ages 9-12

junior
Ages 5-8



Minds of Tomorrow promotes kids' natural creativity 
through Technology & Design programs. 



At Minds of Tomorrow kids learn by doing, in small 
groups, exploring many inspiring themes in Tech & 
Design such as: Robotics & Machines, Digital Arts & 
Media, Games & Apps, and Science & Sustainability. 



Minds of Tomorrow offers enrichment programs, day 
camps, week camps and hosts special events. 



Welcome to Minds of Tomorrow

Empower your kids to 
shape their future.
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For each week we have prepared a different 
adventure to spark curiosity and imagination. Along 
each adventure, the days are full of hands-on tech & 
design activities. Our camps also include visits where 
kids will have extra fun and get additional physical 
activity like pool parties and hip-hop dance! 


The MoT Summer Camps

One fun summer with 

a lasting impact.
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For ages 5-12

Unique week-long adventures to choose from.

Come for as many weeks as you want!

Camps are held weekly  
from June 7th - August 13th.



Camps run Monday through Friday  
from 9am-3:30pm.



Half-day options also available 
(9am-12pm or 12:30pm-3:30pm)

Dates & Sessions

Spark curiosity and fuel 
imaginitation

junior
Ages 5-8

Boost creative 

expression & growth

MAX
Ages 9-12

Miami Magic CIty & Innovation District 

344 NE 61st St. Miami, FL 33137


–

Galleria of Key Biscayne


328 Crandon Blvd. #225 Key Biscayne, FL 33149



ATLANTIS
EXPEDITION  TO

SKY CITY
SOARING TO

SKY CITY
SOARING TO

explorers
only for 

artsy

Mavericks

artsy

Mavericks

flying

pioneers

ECOTECH

WARRIORS

Weekly Camps

for 9-12 years

Weekly Camps

for 5-8 years

Camps filled with adventures 
to boost their creative 
expression and growth. The 
common thread to the 
different hands-on activities is 
the discovery and celebration 
of past and present great 
innovators and creatives, the 
creative events they are known 
for, and the innovations they 
brought to life.

Camps filled with adventures 
to spark curiosity and fuel 
imagination. Along each 
adventure, the hands-on 
activities follow an overarching 
fictional narrative. These 
stories guide the kids in their 
discovery of the worlds of 
wonder we have prepared.

junior
Ages 5-8 MAX

Ages 9-12
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THE ADVENTURE

SKY CITY
SOARING TO

SKY CITY
SOARING TO

junior
Ages 5-8 junior

Ages 5-8

ATLANTIS
EXPEDITION  TO
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THE ADVENTURE

Tucked away, in a basement of a 
little known museum there’s been a 
stunning discovery, a notebook 
containing scribbles with the 
possible location of the submerged 
City of Atlantis. 



We have put together an expedition 
to go discover this mythical place.

Suit up, magic awaits! 



- Join robot treasure hunts

- Code games of octopus attacks

- Film videos of magic jellyfish

- Build a sonar for submarines

- June 14th to 18th 

- July 5th to 10th 

- July 26th to 30th 

THE ADVENTURE SAMPLE ACTIVITIES

DATES

Aviator goggles on, 
sight high up in the 
clouds, time to lift off 
and let the fun 
begin!!

The legend states that somewhere 
out there, on the horizon, hovers a 
place called Sky City. This unique 
magical place is made up of five 
tribes, each one with a different 
flying strategy. 



Join us on a mission to SkyCity to 
learn how each tribe flies and come 
up with your own flying creations.

- Design and build your own kite

- Launch a hot air balloon

- Build whimsical flying machines

- Design you own 777 airliner

- June 21th to 25th 

- July 12th to 16th 

- August 2nd to 6th 

SAMPLE ACTIVITIES

DATES

Open the creative 
hatch to the most 
amazing sight you’ve 
ever seen, the lost 
city of Atlantis. The 
adventure begins!



Explorers, grab your 
miner’s hat and get 
ready to be amazed 
by the marvelous 
secrets of our Earth’s 
core.

During a scientific expedition in the 
north, we found a cave filled with the 
wonders of the Earth. Traveling 
through new worlds within the core of 
the Earth, we come face-to-face 
with surreal and unimaginable 
creatures, dinosaurs, volcanic activity, 
archeology sites filled with treasures 
from the past, and amazing wonders 
hidden within.

- Model the earth’s structure

- Create your own geode

- Design and code a miner’s gear

- Perform dinosaur bone archeology


- June 28th to July 2nd 

- July 19th to 23th 

- August 9th to 13th 

THE ADVENTURE SAMPLE ACTIVITIES

DATES

explorers
only for 

junior
Ages 5-8
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Give free range to 
your creative 
expression and be 
ready  to shout, “I 
have created This!”.

Spark your creativity and stretch 
the imagination of the artistically 
adventurous. A week where 
technology is in service of your 
creative expression: videos, 
photography, digital design, VR and 
others. A mesmerizing adventure 
devoted to help you learn how 
technology can give super powers 
to your creativity.

- Be a Dj and create music with code

- Create digital animated portraits

- Make art with code

- Spice up media with crazy animations

- June 14th to 18th 

- July 5th to 10th 

- July 26th to 30th 

THE ADVENTURE SAMPLE ACTIVITIES

DATES

artsy

Mavericks

artsy

Mavericks

MAX
Ages 9-12
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flying

pioneers

MAX
Ages 9-12

ECOTECH

              WARRIORS

MAX
Ages 9-12
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Be ready to earn 
your pilot wings and 
scream let’s fly!!!

Flying Pioneers is your journey 
through the universe of flying. Run 
hands-on experiments about the 
fundamental forces of flying: thrust, 
drag, lift and gravity. Take on the 
creative challenge of building a 
different flying machine every 

single day of the week.

- Tinker the code of a 747 simulator

- Build an airport

- Compete in the  drone olympics

- Reproduce the wing of the largest plane  

   ever made


- June 21th to 25th 

- July 12th to 16th 

- August 2nd to 6th 

THE ADVENTURE SAMPLE ACTIVITIES

DATES

Let’s make a 
difference in this 
world and help 
address the 
environmental 
impact we make.

A changing world demands a new 
approach to technology, design, 
and the science we approach our 
environment with. Delve into the 
new discoveries helping with 
climate change, flora and fauna 
conservation, energy conversion, 
and technological advances.

- Track the sun with Arduino boards

- Build a smart house

- Fuel cars with salt water

- Power LEDs with human power


- June 28th to July 2nd 

- July 19th to 23th 

- August 9th to 13th 

THE ADVENTURE SAMPLE ACTIVITIES

DATES



Fill out the registration form.

 


Email us at

hello@mindsoftomorrow.com



Call us at 305-792-8879



Schedule your private tour online at: 
calendly.com/hello-mot/studio-tour


or Give us a call!


Want to meet us in-person?

To join us this summer, choose your 
preferred method:

Registration Options

Lock in the best rates by registering early!
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Camps Calendar

- Expedition to atlantis (Junior)

- Artsy Mavericks (Max)

- Pre-Camp

- Soaring to Sky City (Junior)

- Flying Pioneers (Max)

- Journey to Earth’s Core (Junior)

- EcoTech Warriors (Max)
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The Coolest Studios! A safe, cool and 

inspiring studio
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Miami

Key Biscayne



Highly Attentive 

and Personal

All the camps are organized in 
small groups to provide the most 
personal experience possible.

Hosted at our Flagship 

Creative Studio

All the activities happen at our 
Creative Studio, a space where 
every detail, from the scent to 
the lighting, is crafted to inspire 
and instill fun and creativity at all 
times. The outdoor activities are 
held in our backyard, at the 
Basecamp park.

Guided by our 

Creative Mentors

Our Creative Mentors are highly 
trained with a passion for 
creativity and for bringing kids 
along in the journey of discovering 
Design & Technology. They all 
have hands-on experience in the 
different techniques and 
technologies kids are exposed to 
throughout the different activities.

Lunch & Snacks
We ask campers to pack their own 
lunches and snacks. We have 
contactless, filtered water fountains 
available, but as a health precaution 
we do not offer any additional food 
to campers.


Mindfully Paced
We place a strong emphasis on 
creating experiences that keep 
the energy of the kids always in 
mind. Every day is organized 
around 3 or 4 activities - 
depending on the length of each 
activity - with built-in breaks and 
free-play time.

Local Field Trips 
Our camps include visits to some 
of our neighbors where kids can 
have extra fun and get 
additional physical activity. 
These visits include fun like 
swimming and hip-hop dance! 
All of our trips are a safe and 
easy walk from our Studio.


Sheltered in Safety
All kids and mentors wear masks 
while in the Studio. We also 
require temperature checks upon 
arrival, have air purifiers and 
contactless hand sanitizer 
stations throughout the Studio, 
limit the sharing of materials, and 
help enforce physical distance 
among campers.

Details for parents
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Miami Magic City Innovation district 

344 NE 61st St. Miami, FL 33137

Galleria of Key Biscayne 

328 Crandon Blvd. #225 Key Biscayne, FL 33149

The future

is for creatives!

We are a club,

a community of creative families!

Coming soon


